By DVNC Tech LLC
Key Info
Platform: PC/Mac, Xbox
Genre: RPG
Target Audience: Young adults, 18-27 year olds, Americans
Theme/Style: 2D, monochromatic, 1920s rubber hose style, hand-animated
Monochrome RPG is a 1920s cartoon adventure focused on exploring the political
and societal struggles of the city of entertainment, Vaudeville. Play as Otto, a solitary
rabbit-like creature with dreams of making it big in the world of comedy! Connect with other
characters, explore the cartoonish world, and uncover the dark history of Vaudeville through
pun-filled dialogue. Otto’s adventure is a thoughtful and humorous story about creating comedy
and the struggle of success, set against the backdrop of golden age Hollywood and in the style
of classic rubber hose animation.

Overview
Experience Monochrome as Otto, a lonely comedian, who lives on the
outskirts of Vaudeville, and see if you have what it takes to go from lone
comedian to leader of an acting troupe! Build up your acting troupe by
joking and healing enemies. Explore Vaudeville, meet its many people and
discover why the sun has begun to set on the city of entertainment. Build new relationships
with Vaudevillians and together you can help cheer up the city and unearth the dark evil
causing the city’s decline.
Build A Troupe Of New Friends
As Otto, use the jokes you’ve practiced in the mirror to help build a troupe of companions. In the
world of Vaudeville, a Toon is as good as their ability to entertain. To settle arguments, Toons
take part in Stage Bouts. As a Toon makes their way through the entertainment business, other
Toons may feel compelled to follow or support the entertainer. Those that decide to join the
entertainer for their Bouts become a part of their troupe. These new friends will have your back
as you explore and take on bigger, badder opponents! Building the troupe helps Otto during the
course of play, increasing the effectiveness of his repertoire. He uses comedy, tragedy, music,
and special effects to get ahead. His troupe can expand that repertoire with new abilities to
really land that punchline.
Find Your Place In A Curious Society
As Otto travels towards Vaudeville, he doesn’t find roads paved with gold, but instead a place
where ruthless bosses take advantage of doe-eyed amateurs like him. Talent Town is the first
stop before Vaudeville, and even in the small town, the friendly facade of a bygone era slips by,
revealing its corrupt entrails. Top of the ladder, the elite dance deftly between crime, business,
and government in order to maintain their position. The Vaudevillian Mafia violently cracks down
anywhere the light of the law doesn’t shine. Not even De Fun Police are friendly, as they’re
lackeys of the ruling class and are often used as thugs to keep the working class in line. Who
knows what’s in store for Otto when he reaches Vaudeville...
Changing Times In Vaudeville
Strategize your way through procedural situations and watch as small choices lead to
unexpected consequences! Vaudeville has slowly become a shell of its former self. A new
mayor, LeStache, threatens the very world that Vaudeville’s entertainment industry is built
on! The old Vaudevillian ways are disappearing as new beliefs take root. Otto continues his
adventure, he becomes an active participant in his world; he converses with other toons,
and tries his best to put others before himself. As you build relationships with the many
characters populating the world, you’ll unlock new dialogue, experiences, and even new gags.
Everything is potential material, so Otto’s experiences will animate his performances in new
ways. Through Otto’s journey of self discovery and search for answers, experience a deep,
branching narrative and uncover the dark underbelly of the entertainment world.

ANTIQUE STYLE WITH A MODERN STORY
Explore the stylized world of the Monochrome RPG modeled after 1920s
cartoons! Take part in an expansive and interactive storyline, filled with
laughs, tragedy, and mystery. The story merges a modern tale of self
discovery and relationships with the antiquated style of rubber hose
animation, creating the perfect blend of contemporary and classical.
USE ENTERTAINMENT TO ENTICE YOUR ENEMIES
Take part in entertainment bouts! Recruit your foes to join your troupe, mastering the
pillars of entertainment as you travel farther into the story and world. Settling arguments
in the world of Vaudeville comes in the form of Stage Bouts. Toons understand the
importance of crafting an entertaining performance, and players will experience and
improve their own craft by recruiting characters to join them in their performances!
COMMUNITY SUPPORTED SINCE DAY ONE
The development of the game has been led by a group of creators supported by the
Monochrome Workshop. The Workshop has grown to over hundreds of members, who
assist in asset creation and further storyline development.

Story
Otto is an oddball loner who lives on the outskirts of Vaudeville, a
metropolis dedicated to entertainment. In Vaudeville, acting ability is the most
important skill to have. Interpersonal conflicts are solved with staged bouts,
money is made through attention and those who can’t dazzle a crowd are left behind.
With his crippling stage fright and uncommon appearance, Otto was put out. Soon
enough, the young toon hid his face and fled from Vaudeville to avoid the constant
bullying. He found a pre-furnished house just outside Talent Town, in the Greyshade
Valley, where the rent is cheap and the people are few and far between.
Years pass, and while Otto is disconnected, things have changed a lot. Vaudeville has a
new mayor, Mayor Munchen LeStache. The bullish economy is in freefall, the
entertainment bubble has burst! Day laborers are disappearing under mysterious
circumstances. It seems the world is changing faster than anyone can keep up.
What could be causing these sudden changes? How will they impact Otto’s quiet life?
Play along as this new world will thrust Otto into a series of fun and frightening situations that
evolve into the adventure of a century!

Primary Characters

Major Gameplay Themes
●

Connections through an expansive societal AI

●

Exploration into choices of empathy and ethics

●

Non-violent battle mechanics

Gameplay
As Otto makes headway in his grand adventure, he builds up his troupe and gains new
friends via our affinity system.
Otto’s relationship with any of his Troupe Actors can be altered based on how he
interacts with other characters.
In staying with familiar genre conventions, the primary mode of interaction is turn-based
combat set in an antagonistic slapstick cartoon.

Feature #1 - Troupe System
Otto hopes and dreams of building a troupe so that he can become a master entertainer
in Vaudeville. Building the troupe helps Otto during his stage bouts, which help settle
disagreements in Vaudeville. Troupe’s increase the status effects of his routines through
comedy, tragedy, music, and special effects. Troupe members also unlock certain abilities in
bouts to inflict more damage.
●
●
●
●

Enhance your performance style with enemies skilled in the art of comedy, tragedy,
music, and special effects
Recruit both passive and defensive troupe members. Passive members supplement
battle bouts through passive effects, while defensive members fight alongside you!
Build your troupe through stars, actors, crew members, and fans! Each type of troupe
member has a special ability to enhance Otto’s performances
Building Otto’s troupe directly affects the types of interactions and relationships Otto
forms in Vaudevillian society! Choose your cast of characters wisely

Feature #2 - Relationship System
Otto builds relationships with other characters by helping members of their
faction, doing a favor for them, etc. This changes how these Actors perform
during bouts and can alter the course of the narrative.
● Experience an emotionally charged narrative and dialogues as characters
react to Otto and his choices
● Invest time into characters’ lives, making friends and enemies
● Make Otto’s journey your own. Reflect on the entertainment world and what it means to
work your way up the social ladder

Feature #3 - Bout System
Otto will have to battle his foes in turn-based, pun-heavy comedy routines through his
adventure! Traditional attacks are replaced by extravagant gags à la rubber hose animation.
The timing is vitally important to the execution of an attack, building tension and releasing it to
rake in the biggest laughs.
●
●
●

Utilize Time Units to strategically plan moves through a combination of jokes, dance
routines, dramedy moves, and more!
Launch unique gags at your enemies with wide-ranging effects, including stat buffs and
debuffs, status effects, and more! These can all swing a bout from a brawl to a victory.
Recruit foes to your troupe by successfully entertaining them through jokes, melodies,
and concoctions!

Aesthetics
Art

Genre
The art for Monochrome is heavily influenced by classic Disney and Fleischer animation of the
late 1920s, as well as many of the contemporary reimaginings of this style and later influential
animations.
The environments of Monochrome simulate classic elements of Disney cartoons but
contextualizing them in a world that isn’t exclusively dedicated to pleasure and whimsy

Music
Monochrome RPG Music

Genre
Big band and swing music during battle sequences to add cartoonish flair and emphatic gusto to
battles. Musical inspirations for this style are influential jazz artists of the period, especially
Fletcher Henderson.
For the overworld, a more relaxed tone should be taken. Manouche jazz is perfect for this, as it
isn’t as dramatic as the big band but still very appropriate for the period. This can take after the
stylings of Django Reinhardt, the father of manouche jazz.

Mood
It should feel like every moment of the game could be from a cartoon, including dramatized
sound effects (slide whistles, bonks, crashes, etc) like those found in cartoons of the period.

Instruments
Saxophones, trumpets, trombones, percussion, guitars, and violins.

User Interface
Monochrome will have support for keyboard and mouse as well as controller. The highly stylized
UI in battle sequences evokes the 1920s and elements of show business which have been lost.
For example, there will be title cards before a battle starts, to escape a battle a rope with a sand
bag will pull the player off screen, and for a character’s death a hook will drag them off-stage.
It’s stylish but approachable, with a focus on not presenting large menus and submenus to get
lost in. A much more limited UI in the overworld sections work to maintain a cinematic feel and
draw the players focus to the environmental art.

Inventory screens include Otto’s currently equipped repertoire of gags, both setups and
punchlines, as well as all other gags and items he has gotten from the world. Some items
include:
Side-Side Down Cake
Lucky Rabbit’s Foot
The Catharsis Spout
A Mysterious Sack

Why the world needs this game
Monochrome explores...
●
●
●
●
●

The history of entertainment in the 1920s
A critique of capitalist modes of entertainment production
A classic underdog story
The diversity of animation styles throughout history
The divide between the working and the ruling class

These themes will resonate with millennial audiences who have been left behind by the
economy. Avid fans of animation will be interested in a deeper exploration of Monochrome’s
facsimile of the society which spawned the American animation industry.
Otto’s story will inspire and drive players to make conscious choices through the classic story of
the underdog, while also experiencing the adventures of self discovery that parallels real life. In
an increasingly alienated world, we all want nothing less than to find a community to call our
own. Otto will build that for himself in this game.
You cannot have a large, diverse community like Otto’s troupe without extending an empathetic
hand towards the people around you. We all come from different backgrounds, we all have
skeletons in our closets or pasts we’d rather forget, and Otto can help others overcome this and
truly connect with one another.

